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Figure 1: Examples of a ‘middle finger swipe along index finger’ microgesture that is transferable across hand location and

posture constraints: (a) skipping ahead in an audio book while holding solder, (b) changing songs in a music player while

walking with a relaxed hand, (c) ignoring a call while grasping a cup, and (d) dimming a smart lamp while pointing at it.

ABSTRACT

Microgestures can enable auxiliary input when the hands are oc-

cupied. Although prior work has evaluated the comfort of micro-

gestures performed by the index finger and thumb, these gestures

cannot be performed while the fingers are constrained by specific

hand locations or postures. As the hand can be freely positioned

with no primary posture, partially constrained while forming a

pose, or highly constrained while grasping an object at a specific

location, we leverage the middle, ring, and pinky fingers to provide

additional opportunities for auxiliary input across varying levels of

hand constraints. A design space and applications demonstrate how

such microgestures can transfer across hand location and posture
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constraints. An online study evaluated their comfort and effort and

a lab study evaluated their use for task-specific microinteractions.

The results revealed that many middle finger microgestures were

comfortable, and microgestures performed while forming a pose

were preferred over baseline techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It can often be desirable to simultaneously perform a secondary

or auxiliary task while engaged in a primary task. For example,

adjusting music volume while writing [7] or examining a circuit

diagramwhen soldering [17].When the primary task requires use of

the hand, such as holding an object or performing a mid-air gesture,

performing auxiliary tasks can be difficult or impossible. This is

especially true during highly constrained primary tasks, where

the hand location and posture must be maintained to successfully

complete the primary task. For example, while holding a camera to

take a picture, the hand posture is constrained to the grasp needed

to hold the camera and the hand location is constrained to a specific

point in space to capture the desired subject. Voice input has been

proposed as one way to perform auxiliary tasks; however, it is not

ideal for every type of task (e.g., manipulating continuous values)

[14] or context of use (e.g., public spaces) [11].

Microgestures, which are small, physically-constrained gestures

performed by the fingers [41], can enable auxiliary input while

the hands are occupied by performing gestures on the surface of

a held object [29, 30], touching other fingers on the same hand

[4, 5], or extending one or more fingers in the air [38]. Prior work

has largely focused on using the index finger or thumb to perform

microgestures. This focus is well-justified, as the index finger and

thumb are known for being the most dexterous digits [10, 12, 26, 41].

However, because the index finger and thumb are crucial while

grasping, performing microgestures using these digits may not

always be feasible while holding an object. Many extended reality

(XR) interactions, such as those implemented within the Hololens

and Quest head-mounted displays (HMDs), rely primarily on a

pinch gesture that uses the index finger and thumb to select and

manipulate objects. Other mid-air gestures and postures rely on

the index finger and thumb to establish semantic meaning: signs

in American Sign Language, ‘framing’ a subject of interest [25], or

‘pointing’ for spatial deixis [3]. Thus, there is a conflict between

the digits required for such primary tasks and those proposed for

microgestures. One possibility is to offload thumb- or index finger-

based microgestures to the free or non-dominant hand; however,

this would not support primary tasks that are bi-manual and it

would require user instrumentation to sense both primary and

auxiliary tasks (e.g., wrist-worn sensors [19, 23] or gloves [36]).

There are, however, other fingers that could be employed for

microgestures: the middle, ring, and pinky fingers. Although these

digits are less dexterous, they are not as essential for many grasps

and some have even been elicited from users in prior work [30].

Using the middle, ring, and pinky fingers would be advantageous in

that they would be transferable across hand location and postural

constraints. Transferability is an advantageous benefit of any ges-

ture vocabulary as it would enable a user to learn a smaller set of

gestures and use them broadly across a wide variety of situations. In

other words, a user could learn a gesture once and apply it to other

situations where the hand is freely positioned with no primary

posture (Figure 1b), partially constrained by location while forming

a pose mid-air (Figure 1d), or highly constrained while grasping

an object (Figure 1c) at a specific location (Figure 1a). Furthermore,

single-finger gestures that utilize the middle, ring, and pinky fingers

would avoid false positives during gesture recognition as they are

uncommon in everyday life [29].

We explore how microgestures employing the middle, ring, and

pinky fingers can be used to perform auxiliary tasks. Our method-

ology was threefold to evaluate gesture transferability and er-

gonomics [42]. First, we created a design space to (i) characterize

how hand locations and postures can be constrained and (ii) demon-

strate the transferability of microgestures performed by the middle,

ring, and pinky fingers within this design space through five proof-

of-concept demonstration applications. Second, we evaluated the

ergonomics of 77 microgestures performed using different hand

postures through a large-scale online study. This study found that

many of the microgestures performed by the middle finger were

comfortable and did not require much effort. Third, we leveraged

two proof-of-concept applications, which featured promising mi-

crogestures from the online study, in a small, in-lab study to gather

additional feedback about their use for task-specific microinter-

actions when compared to traditional methods of auxiliary input.

The results demonstrated that participants preferred performing

microgestures alongside a hand pose, but performing microges-

tures while grasping an object required more effort and was least

preferred. Overall, this research contributes:

• a design space for using the middle, ring, and pinky fingers for

auxiliary input and five proof-of-concept applications to high-

light their transferability across varying levels of hand location

and posture constraints

• the first large-scale study (n=210) exploring the comfort of mi-

crogestures that demonstrated how the middle, ring, and pinky

fingers are capable of comfortably performing different types of

microgestures to a degree that is much more than we expect

• a lab study (n=10) that showed microgestures performed while

forming a pose were preferred over baseline techniques.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK

Ashbrook defined microinteractions as interactions with a device

that take only a few seconds to initiate and complete [2]. Short,

focused microinteractions can be used to accomplish auxiliary tasks

while minimizing interruptions during a longer, primary task. Some

examples of microinteractions include dismissing notifications or

switching modes. Wolf et al. explored how microgestures, i.e., small,

physically-constrained gestures involving the movement of fingers,

can be used for microinteractions [41]. Subsequent research has

focused on detecting microgestures through gesture recognizers

[32] and novel input devices; for example, capacitive touch sensors

worn on the nails [5, 17], wrist-worn sensors [19, 23, 31], gloves

[36], and rings [21, 34, 37, 40]. Our work, however, is not focused

on sensing, so we limit our discussion to prior work that focused

on the physical factors that may impact microgestures that are

performed by the middle, ring, and pinky fingers, and research on

mid-air gestures and microgestures.

2.1 Hand Anatomy and Configurations

There are four sides of each digit along which microgestures can

take place: the dorsal side refers to the back of the hand, the volar

side refers to the palm (i.e., palmar side), the radial side is closest to

the thumb, and the ulnar side is closest to the pinky [32].
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Taxonomies have been proposed to classify the ways humans

grasp different objects. Power grasps require holding objects using

the palm, thumb, and one or more fingers, and are commonly used

for heavier or larger objects. Precision grasps require holding ob-

jects between the tips of the thumb and one or more fingers, and are

commonly used for manipulating smaller and lighter objects dur-

ing tasks that require fine motor control [12, 20, 26]. Intermediate

grasps combine elements of both power and precision grasps [16].

The GRASP taxonomy synthesized multiple taxonomies into 33

grasp types [12]. Within this taxonomy, the index finger is involved

in the most grasps (29), followed by the middle finger (25), ring

finger (19), and the pinky finger (14). However, for smaller objects,

the middle, ring, and pinky fingers are often used in a supporting

role as these fingers are “redundant” [26].

The structural and functional anatomy of the hand can impact

the design of microgestures. Häger-Ross and Schieber measured

how well each digit can move independently by calculating finger

individuation scores and found that the thumb, index finger, and

pinky finger are all able to move more independently as they each

have their own muscles and connective tissues that allow for their

stretching. However, the middle and ring fingers are physically

connected by the same connective tissues, so they move together

involuntarily [13]. Wolf et al.’s interviews with motor specialists

revealed that for these reasons, the index finger is the ideal can-

didate for microgestures while the ring finger is the least feasible

[41]. In addition, they note that middle finger and pinky finger

microgestures are feasible, but may be less comfortable. However,

Sridhar et al. suggested that fingers with poor finger independence

can still be used by designing gestures that require simultaneous

use of all dependent fingers [33].

2.2 Hand Input Techniques

Many mid-air gestures and poses involve the use of the index finger

and thumb, making them inappropriate to use while performing

microgestures. For example, deictic pointing with the index finger

[3, 18, 45]; and semaphoric gestures that have semantic meaning,

like extending the index fingers and thumbs into a ‘framing’ pose to

take a picture [25], pushing the index and middle fingers together

like scissors to perform a ‘cut’ operation [4], or using index finger

and thumb movements to mimic clicking with a mouse [38]. Prior

work suggests that pinching the index finger and thumb together

and extending them are common interaction techniques [35], which

can be seen in many in XR applications using the Hololens and

Quest HMDs. The positions of specific fingers are important to

establish meaning and for a system to accurately detect them, so

microgestures performed by the middle, ring, and pinky fingers

would be compatible with these common gestures and provide more

options for auxiliary input.

Non-grasping microgestures can be leveraged to enable subtle

and discreet input (e.g., [5, 21, 37]) or for multitasking (e.g., [23, 39]).

However, prior work has mostly focused on eliciting and evaluating

thumb-based interactions, where the thumb performs a gesture

on the other fingers (e.g., [4, 15, 37]). Dewitz et al. explored the

possibility of using the non-thumb fingers to performmicrogestures

[8]. They identified 26 interaction locations along the volar side

of the hand and evaluated how comfortably all five digits could

tap them. However, they only considered tapping on the volar side

of the hand, which results in many inter-finger interactions being

physically unreachable. Our work considers tapping and swiping

along the radial and dorsal sides of all fingers, with a focus on using

the middle, ring, and pinky fingers.

Microgestures can support the completion of auxiliary tasks

while the hand is encumbered, such as while driving [1] or biking

[36]. Wolf et al.’s research evaluated the feasibility of microgestur-

ing while holding a steering wheel, credit card, or pen through

interviews with hand ergonomics experts [41]. They found that

many microgestures involving objects are feasible; however, feasi-

bility depends on the nature of the primary task, the grasp, and the

fingers involved. Sharma et al. built on these findings by consider-

ing a wider variety of objects during an elicitation study [30]. One

motivating result was that for smaller objects held using lateral and

tip grasps, most elicited gestures were performed by the middle,

ring, and pinky fingers due to their availability. From a sensing per-

spective, Sharma et al. found that people do not naturally perform

single-finger movements while holding and manipulating objects

in everyday life, making such movements ideal to recognize explicit

input [29]. Our work acknowledges other situations where the in-

dex finger and thumb are unavailable and systematically evaluating

the comfort of middle, ring, and pinky finger microgestures that

can be consistently applied to a wider range of situations.

Overall, the biomechanics of the hand suggest that middle, ring,

and pinky finger microgestures may be less comfortable than those

performed by the thumb or index finger, but these fingers are not

used as frequently to grasp small objects and perform mid-air ges-

tures and poses. Prior work has focused on thumb-based microges-

tures, but using other fingers has not been explored in depth.

3 DESIGN SPACE

Using the middle, ring, and pinky fingers for microgestures could

enable a new auxiliary input interaction vocabulary, because the

microgestures performed by each finger could transfer across the

varying levels of hand constraints imposed by a primary task. This

could support the use of global shortcuts or enable users to issue

context-dependent commands based on their primary task. Prior

work has created design spaces to categorize the type of micro-

gestures that can be performed based on their regions of contact

[32]; however, prior work has yet to create a design space that cap-

tures how microgestures can be used across varying levels of hand

constraints. This is important to understand, as some microges-

tures may not work well across different levels of hand constraints,

and interaction designers need to be aware of the limitations of

microgestures that may be integrated into a future system. The

presented design space consists of two hand constraints that vary

depending on the primary task being performed: hand location and

hand posture (Figure 2).

3.1 Hand Location Constraint

Hand location refers to the viable range of hand positions that

can be used to perform a primary task. When the location is un-

constrained, there are no limitations on where the hand must be

positioned, making its location arbitrary. When someone is not per-

forming any activities that require the use of their hands, or when
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Figure 2: (a) The design space of constraint levels based on hand location and hand posture. The hand location constraint is the

range of positions the hand must be placed to perform a primary task, and the hand posture constraint is how the fingers

must be placed to perform a primary task. Primary tasks fall along a continuum, with some tasks being more constrained by

location and posture than others. (b) Microgestures performed by the middle, ring, and pinky fingers can be transferred across

hand location and posture constraints, grasps, and fingers, allowing someone to learn the same interactions once and transfer

them to different situations.

there are no specific objects to interact with, the viable range of

hand positions can be large. Although microgestures are generally

more discreet due to their smaller movements, if additional social

acceptability or subtlety is required or desired, the hand location

can be partially constrained to be locations closer to the body. An

even more constrained location would be when the hand needs

to be close to something else to interact with it, for example, to

perform gestures around the ear [6], or to grab objects at fixed

relative positions (e.g., handlebars [36]).

3.2 Hand Posture Constraint

Hand posture refers to how the fingers are positioned relative to

each other to perform a primary task. There are three levels of

posture constraints: when the hand is free, when it is forming a

pose, and when it is grasping an object. A free, unconstrained pos-

ture occurs when the fingers do not have to maintain any specific

positions, meaning that the fingers are not overloaded with another

task. In contrast, a pose posture constraint occurs when some fin-

gers must be held in a specific way for meaning to be established.

A grasp posture constraint would occur when some fingers must

be positioned in a specific manner to hold a physical object.

3.2.1 Varying Grasp Constraints. Different object shapes and sizes

require different grasps and constrain the fingers in different ways.

For some object shapes, some fingers may be tucked away (e.g.,

when grasping a shopping bag). For larger and heavier objects, the

middle, ring, and pinky fingers are needed for stabilization and

have less freedom to move. But when holding smaller and lighter

objects, these fingers are redundant [26]. Due to this limitation, we

focus on the grasping of smaller objects.

3.3 Middle, Ring, and Pinky Microgestures

Prior design spaces for microgestures (e.g., [32]) characterized in-

teraction types and contact regions (i.e., where the interaction will

occur) for thumb-on-finger and finger-on-thumb microgestures.

However, the additional hand posture constraint renders existing

contact regions unfeasible. To narrow down the design space of

microgestures that can be performed by the middle, ring, and pinky

fingers specifically, we created an exhaustive list of over 250 dif-

ferent microgestures that made use of the dorsal, ulnar, and radial

sides of each digit and the palm.
1
Microgestures that were impossi-

ble or very difficult to perform were filtered from this list. Difficult

microgestures were defined as those that included reaching over

multiple fingers or crossing one finger over another. We also filtered

out microgestures that were not representative of, or transferable

across, common grasps [12].

Through this filtering process, we identified four contact regions

where the microgestures could occur (Figure 3). The first contact

region was along the dorsal and ulnar side of the adjacent finger, i.e.,
the finger that is closest to the finger performing the microgesture.

For the middle, ring, and pinky fingers, this was the finger on the

radial side, but for the index finger, the adjacent finger was the

middle finger. The second contact region was the radial side of the

thumb and the third contact region was the base of the palm. The

fourth contact region was none, which occurred when the finger

was extended into the air.

We also considered three types of interactions: tapping, swiping
in upward and downward directions (i.e., flexion and extension

movements), and extending the finger in the air. Tapping and swip-

ing can be performed along the adjacent finger, palm, and thumb,

but extending can only be performed when there is no contact

1
The full list of microgestures is included in the supplementary materials.
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(a) (b) (d)(c)

Figure 3: Three primary interactions illustrated using the

middle finger on four contact regions while pinching: (a) tap

(green) and swipe (yellow) on the adjacent finger, (b) tap and

swipe on the thumb, (c) tap and swipe on the palm, (d) extend

(purple) with no contact region.

(a) (c)(b)
Figure 4: The OptiTrack setup and marker configuration.

region. These interaction types are common and have been high-

lighted in prior work [30]. We focused on using the dominant hand

as it is advantageous for future sensing technologies that are worn

on the dominant hand (e.g., [36]). We also focused on microgestures

performed along the top two finger segments, as they have been

shown to be the most comfortable [15, 37].

3.4 Transferability

Microgestures performed by the middle, ring, and pinky fingers can

transfer across hand location constraints, hand posture constraints,

and across fingers. They can be performed when the hand location

is highly specific or when the hand location is arbitrary, allowing

the same microgestures to be performed regardless of where the

hand is positioned in space. Using these fingers for microgestures

also transfers to other hand postures. When maintaining a pose

that is similar to an object grasp, if the context switches to grasping

the actual object, the same set of microgestures still work. Within

a specific type of hand posture, there are many ways the hands

can be constrained, like when grasping different types of objects.

But since the middle, ring, and pinky fingers are not as essential,

the same set of microgestures can transfer to different types of

grasps. Even when some fingers are needed to grasp certain objects,

characterizing microgestures by four contact regions and three

interactions means the same interactions can be transferred to

other, less important, fingers as needed.

Overall, this microgesture design space spans both hand location

and posture constraints. Index finger- and thumb-based microges-

tures can also be applied across some of the constraint levels, such

as when the hand posture is arbitrary. When the hand posture is

in a pose or grasp, microgestures performed by the index finger

and thumb can be difficult to use, given how often the index finger

and thumb are used for mid-air gestures and postures, and how

essential both digits are when grasping objects. Using the middle,

ring, and pinky fingers for microgestures can enable input in con-

texts where input would have previously been impossible or very

difficult, thereby improving transferability.

4 DEMONSTRATION APPLICATIONS

We created five applications to demonstrate how microgestures

performed by the middle, ring, and pinky fingers could transfer to

different levels of hand location and posture constraints, grasps,

and fingers.

To create each demonstration, we tracked individual fingers us-

ing the OptiTrack motion tracking system. Eleven cameras were

mounted on a truss system around a tabletop (Figure 4a). Markers

of varying sizes were placed on joints along the fingers and palm

using hypoallergenic tape. Using markers of varying sizes allows

OptiTrack to uniquely identify each marker without the use of

rigid bodies. One marker was placed on the fingernail tip of the

finger performing the microgesture, two markers were placed on

the adjacent finger, one marker was placed on the fingernail tip

of the thumb, and another marker was placed at the base of the

palm (Figure 4b, c). The markers did not touch or interfere with

each other while the microgestures were being performed. Marker

data was streamed to Unity using the OptiTrack Motive software.

We detect touch events in Unity using colliders placed between

the two adjacent finger markers and between the thumb and palm

markers. For applications that required a web page, the Unity appli-

cation streamed touch events to client Node.js applications over a

local WebSocket server. We describe each application below, high-

lighting different scenarios where microgestures could be used. All

applications are shown in the accompanying video figure.

4.1 Transfer to Other Hand Locations

Ring finger microgestures can be used to answer a phone call. Swip-

ing forward toward the tip of the middle finger rejects the call, but

swiping backward toward the knuckle accepts the call. Tapping

the middle finger ends the call. The same set of microgestures can

be used in three different scenarios with varying hand location

constraints (Figure 5). When drinking water, the hand location is

the most arbitrary because the cup can be picked up and placed on

the table, moved toward and away from the lips, or held in space.

During a meeting, the hand location remains near the body. Writ-

ing in a notebook is the most constrained location since the hand

holding the pen needs to be near a notebook.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Transfer to other hand locations. Declining a call

by swiping the ring finger on the middle finger while (a)

drinkingwater, (b) in ameeting, and (c) writing in a notebook.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (f)(e)

Figure 6: Transfer to other hand postures. Taking a photo: (a) swiping the middle finger along the index finger to zoom, (b)

tapping the middle finger on the palm to capture a photo, and (c) tapping the middle finger on index finger to change filters.

The same interactions while inking: (d) swiping the middle finger along the index finger to change stroke weight, (e) tapping

the middle finger on the palm to clear the canvas, (f) tapping the middle finger on the index finger to change stroke colour.

4.2 Transfer to Other Hand Postures

We outline two applications: taking photos and inking. For each,

we consider when the hand posture is both a pose and a grasp.

4.2.1 Taking Photos. A photo can be taken when grasping a smart-

phone in landscape mode or while maintaining a ‘frame’ pose in

front of the body (Figure 6a-c). The latter could be a way for future

AR glasses to initiate taking a photo (e.g., [25]) and is inspired by

the American Sign Language sign for “take a picture.” For both

postures, the middle finger performs microgestures along the index

finger: tapping cycles through different filters; swiping down and

up zooms in and out, respectively. Tapping the middle finger on

the palm takes the photo.

4.2.2 Inking. Inking can be done while grasping a stylus or while

maintaining a pinch pose (Figure 6d-f), which is common in XR

applications that leverage hand-tracking capabilities. For both pos-

tures, the middle finger performs microgestures along the index

finger: tapping cycles through different stroke colours; swiping

down and up increases and decreases stroke width, respectively.

Tapping the palm clears the canvas.

4.3 Transfer to Other Grasps

To use middle, ring, and pinky finger microgestures as global short-

cuts, the same microgestures should work while grasping different

objects. Microgestures performed by the pinky can control a music

player. Swiping forward and backward on the ring finger plays the

next and previous songs, and tapping pauses and plays the music.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Transfer to other grasps. Controlling amusic player

using the pinky finger when (a) holding a cup, (b) holding

knitting needles, and (c) holding a knife.

The same set of microgestures can invoke the same commands

when holding a cup, knitting needles, or a knife (Figure 7).

4.4 Transfer to Other Fingers

Consistency across grasps is not always feasible, as some fingers

can be more involved in some grasps. Microgestures performed

by the ring finger can control a video tutorial while soldering:

swiping forward and backward on the middle finger fast forwards

and rewinds the video by 10 seconds, and tapping pauses and plays

the video. But when holding a knife while cooking, the ring finger

is tucked away and cannot easily move. The same interactions

transfer to the pinky finger, allowing the user to tap and swipe their

ring finger (Figure 8).

5 ONLINE STUDY

To gauge whether the trade-off of comfort for additional transfer-

ability is justified when performing microgestures using the middle,

ring, and pinky fingers, and to understand which microgestures are

most comfortable to perform, we administered two surveys that

asked participants to try a set of microgestures while maintaining a

pose (tip pinch or lateral pinch) or while grasping small objects (pen

or phone) after watching short video demonstrations. After trying

a single gesture for 10 seconds, participants were asked to provide

numerical ratings about comfort and effort. Past evaluations of

(a) (b)
Figure 8: Transfer to other fingers. Controlling a video tuto-

rial by: (a) using the ring finger while soldering and (b) using

the pinky while holding a knife while cooking.
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microgestures have all been performed in person, mainly at uni-

versities, thereby limiting the diversity of the participant pool and

the number of participants that can be recruited. To gain additional

diversity and evaluate the comfort and effort of microgestures at a

large scale, we advertised the surveys on Amazon Mechanical Turk.

Online, video-based studies are valid approaches to evaluating the

ergonomics of gestural languages (e.g., [43]).

5.1 Participants

The inclusion criteria for each survey required that participants

had completed at least 5000 MTurk tasks and had a HIT approval

rating greater than 98%. As per our organization’s requirements, we

restricted the task to Canada and some states in the United States.

Participants could only complete one of the two surveys. In total,

321 participants completed the surveys. Filtering out fraudulent

responses resulted in 210 valid responses (see Appendix A.0.2 for

details), of which 104 were for the pose survey and 106 responses

were for the grasp survey (Appendix A, Table 3).

5.2 Evaluated Postures and Microgestures

For the pose survey, we evaluated two pinches that represent fun-

damental precision grasps: lateral pinches (thumb resting on the

radial side of the index finger) and tip pinches (thumb resting on

the volar side of the index fingertip). For both pinches, other fingers

were stacked below the ulnar side of the index finger. For index

finger microgestures, we used a modified version of a tip pinch

where the thumb and middle finger were in contact.

For the survey that asked participants to grasp an object, we

evaluated microgestures performed while grasping a pen or phone

as they are common, readily-available objects that have relatively

consistent weights. For the phone, participants held the phone in

both landscape and portrait orientations.

For both surveys, we examined the effects of the finger per-

forming the gesture on comfort and effort. We evaluated the index,

middle, ring, and pinky fingers but omitted the thumb because prior

work found that thumb-based microgestures are often rated highly

[8], which also shortened the survey duration. The focus was on

microgestures performed by the middle, ring, and pinky fingers,

but the index finger was included as a baseline. In total, 43 micro-

gestures were evaluated in the pose survey and 34 microgestures

were evaluated in the grasping survey.
2
Twenty microgestures were

common across both surveys, but with varying hand postures.

5.3 Design

Survey was a between-subjects factor, with posture having two

levels (pose and grasp). Each survey was within-subjects. Both

surveys had four independent variables, of which three were the

same: finger (levels: index, middle, ring, pinky), region (levels:

adjacent, thumb, palm, none), and interaction (levels: tap,

swipe, extend). In addition, for the pose condition, there was pinch

(levels: tip, lateral) and for grasp there was object (levels: pen,

phone-landscape, phone-portrait). For both surveys, there was

a secondary factor, gesture, that combined the pinch or object,

2
The full set of microgestures is included as videos in the supplementary materi-

als. While holding a phone in landscape mode, we tested two additional “crossing”

interactions. See A.0.3 for details.

finger, region, and interaction (i.e., 43 levels for pose and 34

levels for grasp).

There were three dependent variables: Comfort, Effort, and Can-
not Perform. Comfort and Effort were numerical ratings participants

assigned to each microgesture (1-7 range). Comfort encapsulates
how physically comfortable a microgesture is to perform, while

Effort encapsulates physical or mental effort required to simulta-

neously maintain the base posture and perform the microgesture.

Effort was reverse scored (i.e., 8 - x) to align the valence and numeric

scores for Effort and Comfort. We refer to this reversed score as Ease.
Cannot Perform was a binary value indicating whether participants

could perform the gesture.

5.4 Procedure

Both surveys were created and administered to participants using

Qualtrics. Participants completed demographic information and

were asked to try all the microgestures using their dominant hand.

If they were ambidextrous, they were asked to pick a hand.

Participants first tried performing two baseline microgestures.

One was objectively easy, requiring the participant to tap their

index finger and thumb together. The other was more difficult,

requiring the participant to cross their index finger over their pinky

finger. These baselines taught participants how they would rate

each microgesture and provided points of comparison.

Next, they began the main task, where they were presented with

a random hand posture to maintain (pinch or object to hold). While

maintaining this posture, they were asked to use a randomly se-

lected finger to tap or swipe a randomly selected region of their

hand for 10 seconds after watching a short, looping video of the

gesture. Tapping was always performed before swiping to reduce

mental load. Other non-pinching or non-grasping fingers could be

placed anywhere. After, participants provided numerical ratings,

ranging from 1 (very low) to 7 (very high) on a semantic differ-

ential scale. If a participant could not complete the microgesture,

they could indicate this in the ratings and optionally describe what

prevented them from performing it (Appendix A, Figure 17). Once

they tapped and swiped all regions of their hand using the selected

finger, participants were asked to extend their finger for 10 seconds.

This was repeated for all fingers and hand postures. After complet-

ing all microgestures, participants answered open-ended questions.

Each survey took roughly 30 minutes to complete and participants

received $7.50 USD upon completing the survey.

6 RESULTS

We first present results for pose, followed by grasp, and the micro-

gestures that were included in both surveys. For Comfort and Ease,
we present the average scores of participants who could perform the

microgesture, which is appropriate for the 1-7 scale interval data on

a semantic differential scale.
3
We discuss differences using the con-

fidence intervals depicted in the figures. Estimation is increasingly

being recommended by HCI researchers and scientists more broadly

[9], and allows researchers to make inferences even when they have

an unbalanced experimental design. All confidence intervals show

95% confidence, and were created using the bootstrapping method

3
We also examined median scores but did not observe any major differences when

compared to the means.
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Figure 9: The average Comfort and Ease ratings for the pose
posture, grouped by (a) pinch, (b) finger, (c) region, and (d)

interaction (higher is better).

with 10,000 resamples. For brevity, we refer to the four indepen-

dent variables in the figures using abbreviations, separated

by dashes: pinch/object–finger–region–interaction. For

pinch, TP and LT refer to tip and lateral; for object, PN, PP, and PL

refer to pen, phone-portrait, and phone-landscape. For finger,

region, and interaction, all abbreviations are the first letter of

each level (Appendix A, Tables 1 and 2).

6.1 Pose Posture

The data revealed several trends across pinch, finger, region, and

interaction. tip was more comfortable than lateral (Figure 9a).

index was the most comfortable and easiest, followed by middle,

and ring and pinky (Figure 9b). swipe was less comfortable than

and not as easy to perform as other interactions (Figure 9d). Out

of the 4472 data points that were collected,
4
there were 72 responses

(1.6%) that indicated that participants could not perform a gesture

(Figure 10c).

6.1.1 Comfort and Ease. To examine the effect of gesture, we

sorted the microgestures by average Comfort in descending order

(Figure 10), and discuss the properties those that have confidence

interval ranges greater than or less than 5 (higher end of the 1-7

numerical scale). Microgestures with entire confidence intervals

greater than 5 are generally comfortable and easy to perform.

Twelvemicrogestures had confidence intervals with entire ranges

greater than 5 for Comfort (Figure 10a, green shaded region). Most

used a tip pinch, the index (4) or middle (7) fingers and a tap

interaction (6). There were fourteen microgestures with confi-

dence interval ranges less than 5 (Figure 10b, red shaded region).

All but one used the ring (5) or pinky (8), and most used a swipe in-

teraction (8). Generally, microgestures with high Comfort scores
had high Ease scores. However, there were fewer microgestures

with higher Ease scores (8 with entire confidence intervals greater

4
For pose: 104 participants × 43 gestures = 4472
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Figure 10: (a) Average Comfort, (b) average Ease, and (c) num-

ber of Cannot Perform responses that were collected for all

posemicrogestures. gesture is sorted by averageComfort, in
descending order. Higher scores are better. Green regions in-

dicatemicrogestures whose confidence intervals were greater

than 5 and the red regions indicate those less than 5.

than 5), suggesting that some microgestures could be performed

comfortably but with less ease.
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Figure 11: Average Comfort and Ease ratings for the grasp
posture, grouped by (a) object, (b) finger, (c) region, and

(d) interaction (higher is better).

6.2 Grasp Posture

phone-landscape was the most comfortable and easiest object to

grasp (Figure 11a). For finger, indexwas the most comfortable and

easiest, followed by middle, pinky, and ring (Figure 11b). thumb

was the most comfortable region and was the easiest, followed by

none. No differences were observed between adjacent and palm.

extend was more comfortable and easier than tap and swipe. Out

of the 3604 data points that were collected,
5
there were 50 responses

(1.4%) that indicated that participants could not perform a gesture.

6.2.1 Comfort and Ease. The results showed that thirteen micro-

gestures had entire confidence interval ranges greater than 5 for

Comfort (Figure 12a, green shaded region). Most used the index

(5) and middle (7) finger and almost half (6) used an extend in-

teraction. Five microgestures had entire confidence intervals less

than 5 (Figure 12a, red shaded region); all used the ring finger (5).

Two additional microgestures had confidence interval ranges less

than 5 for Ease (Figure 12b, red shaded region).

6.3 Comparing Pose and Grasp

To get a general sense of the effect grasping an object had on

the ratings, we compared the responses for the 20 microgestures

that were common across surveys. In the subsequent analysis, the

pinch and objectmeasurements were aggregated, and the gesture

property included the finger, region, and interaction. When

aggregating across finger, region, and interaction, there were

some cases where graspwasmore comfortable and easier than pose.

These included when the finger was the pinky (Figure 13a), when

the region was the palm or when it was none (Figure 13b), and

when the interaction was swipe or extend (Figure 13c). Out of

7244 data points,
6
106 responses (1.5%) indicated that a participant

could not perform a microgesture.

5
For grasp: 106 participants × 34 gesture = 3604

6
Not all microgestures were tested equally across pose and object. For tip, all 20 were

included, but for lateral, only 15 were included; for pose there are 104 participants
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Figure 12: (a) Average Comfort, (b) average Ease, and (c) num-

ber of Cannot Perform ratings for all grasp microgestures.

gesture is sorted by average Comfort, in descending order.

Higher scores are better. Green regions indicate microges-

tures whose confidence intervals were greater than 5 and the

red regions indicate those less than 5.

6.3.1 Comfort and Ease. There were seven microgestures that had

confidence intervals greater than 5 for Comfort (Figure 14a; green
shaded region); three used the index finger and four used the

middle finger. Excluding one gesture (M-P-S), all microgestures

that used the middle had confidence intervals greater than 5. Only

two microgestures had confidence interval ranges less than 5. For

Ease, the microgestures with confidence interval ranges above and

below 5 were the same, save two (R-A-T and M-A-S). For almost all

microgestures save two (P-P-T and P-P-S), there was no difference

between pose and grasp.

× 35 gesture = 3640 responses. For pen, 18 microgestures were included, for phone-

landscape 4 were featured, and for phone-portrait 12 were featured; for grasp

there are 106 participants × 34 gesture = 3604 responses. Overall, 3640 + 3604 = 7244
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grouped by (a) finger, (b) region, and (c) interaction

(higher is better).
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Figure 14: (a) Average Comfort, (b) average Ease, and (c) num-

ber of Cannot Perform ratings, split by posture. gesture

is sorted by average Comfort, in descending order. Higher

scores are better. Green regions indicatemicrogestures whose

confidence intervals were greater than 5 and the red regions

indicate those less than 5.

6.4 Qualitative Feedback

The free-form responses found at the end of the two surveys pro-

vided insights into the factors that might have impacted micro-

gesture comfort and ease. The first two authors created a broad

set of topics and categorized all responses to ensure nothing was

missed. The topics included call-outs to specific postures, fingers,

regions, or interactions, and the physical or mental side effects of

performing the microgestures. We did not calculate an inter-rater

reliability score as the data was straightforward and the codes were

not the outcome of interest [24].

Overall, several participants (46) noted how the index and middle

fingers were easier or more comfortable than the ring and pinky

fingers. This generally aligned with the ratings, where the index

and middle fingers were reported to be higher in comfort and ease.

Microgestures involving these two fingers frequently had confi-

dence intervals greater than 5, whereas the ring and pinky fingers

frequently had confidence intervals less than 5.

Participants had ideas about why some fingers were harder or

less comfortable than others, many of which were related to finger

individuation and independence [13]: finger strength and dexterity

(5), frequency of use for tasks (3), a lack of finger independence (3),

and physical “locks” or “pops” that restricted movements (3). Other

reasons included finger length (4) and coordination issues (7), e.g.,

“my fingers didn’t want to respond to what I wanted them to do” (P33).
The base posture made moving specific fingers harder or uncom-

fortable (8). When grasping an object, the object could sometimes

get in the way (3). Participants noted how the same microgestures

could feel very different across postures (2), or grasps (11), e.g., “it
was like the difficulty changed in some of the [microgestures] that
were otherwise the same. I would have just thought my finger had
the same dexterity and strength regardless of how they were con-
figured” (P118). Conversely, some participants commented on the

impacts the microgestures had on their posture, specifically how it

impacted their grip on the phone or pen (2) and stability (2).

Few participants noted differences between interactions, e.g., “I
was occasionally surprised when rubbing or tapping the same area
could feel quite different from each other in action” (P9). Extending
certain fingers, such as the middle finger, may be socially inappro-

priate and look like “a bad gesture” (P89), echoing prior work [44].

Six participants noted how swiping was the most challenging, of

which two noted it resulted in tension in the wrist.

Although a microgesture may be comfortable to perform, it may

require additional cognitive effort to figure out how to correctly

position the hand or move each finger, and we observed that Ease
was lower than Comfort 23% of the time. A few participants (4)

commented to this effect, e.g., “It took a lot of focus to make it work,
though once I figured it out it was easier to complete” (P113).

6.5 Summary

Overall, the index finger was the most comfortable and easiest to

perform microgestures with when the hand was maintaining a

pose and when it was grasping an object. Many index finger-based

microgestures had comfort and ease ratings that were greater than

5, and some microgestures could be performed by all 210 partici-

pants (I-N-E, I-T-T, I-T-S). Many of the microgestures performed

using the middle finger also had high comfort and ease ratings, con-

sistently appearing within the highest-rated microgestures while

pinching and grasping an object (Figures 10 and 12; green shaded

region). Furthermore, across postures, comfort and ease appeared to

be fairly consistent, suggesting that they could transfer well across

different levels of hand constraints (Figure 13).

The ring finger and pinky finger were consistently ranked lowest

(Figures 10 and 12; red shaded region). Many pinky finger-based
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microgestures received different scores across postures, suggesting

that their transferability would be less feasible or come at a greater

cost. Several participants commented how using their ring and

pinky fingers was challenging. There were many microgestures

in the middle with scores around 5, which suggests that they may

be feasible to use after additional practice. The percentages of re-

sponses where participants could not perform a microgesture were

quite low (< 2% for both surveys), indicating that microgestures

involving the middle, ring, and pinky fingers are feasible options.

7 LAB-BASED STUDY

To better understand the impact microgestures performed by the

middle finger have on task-specificmicrointeractions, we conducted

a follow-up lab-based study. We invited participants to try the

inking and camera demonstration applications described previously

(Figure 6). These two applications were selected as they both feature

the same set of middle finger microgestures which were among

the most comfortable set from the online study (Figure 14a, M-P-T,

M-A-T, M-A-S). Both applications can be performed while holding

an object or while performing a mid-air gesture. We compared

three variations of these microgestures for each application: while

holding a stylus or phone, while performing a pinch or ‘frame’

mid-air gesture, and baseline techniques that involved selecting UI

elements. During the experiment, participants were asked to re-

create a drawing or a picture by manipulating the inking or camera

options. We recruited 10 participants (Appendix A, Table 4) and

used the same OptiTrack setup described in Section 4 (Figure 4).

7.1 Task

While performing a mid-air gesture and holding an object, partic-

ipants used the same set of microgestures to change properties

related to the stroke or photo. For the inking application, the base-

line was performedwith hand posture, where the colours and stroke

weights were selected from a UI by pinching the index finger and

thumb together. For the camera application, the baseline was se-

lecting filters and zooming in/out by pressing a button or dragging

a slider on a smartphone within a custom camera interface. These

two baselines encapsulate current methods of inking in VR with

hand tracking and taking a photo with a smartphone.

For each microgesture variation, participants re-created draw-

ings or photos (Appendix A, Figure 18). For the inking application,

the re-creation was a rectangle, where each side had a different

strokeweight and colour. For the camera application, the re-creation

was a picture of a rubber duck. The re-creations were designed so

that participants would have to make large or small adjustments.

Small adjustments involved tapping once to change the stroke fil-

ter or colour and performing smaller swipes to change the stroke

width or zoom. Large adjustments involved tapping three times or

performing larger swipes. Combining large and small adjustments

for both adjustable properties resulted in four levels of adjustments.

Since each inking re-creation involved four adjustments, partic-

ipants completed four re-creations using each technique for the

inking application and sixteen for the camera application.

7.2 Design

This within-subject methodology had two independent variables:

the application (levels: inking and camera) and the techniqe

(levels: pose, grasp, baseline). The order of techniqe was coun-

terbalanced using a Latin square and the order of application was

swapped between participants. Each survey that was completed

after trying a single techniqe consisted of five questions from

the NASA-TLX (all scored from 1-7). Due to occasional tracking

issues caused by occlusion from the participant’s body or objects

being held, the “frustration” question was omitted. One optional

free-form response was included to collect additional comments.

The surveys that were completed after trying all the techniqes

for a single application consisted of two questions. One question

asked participants to rank all techniques from best to worst (1 =

best, 3 = worst), with ties being allowed, one free-form response

question asked participants to explain their ranking.

7.3 Procedure

Markers were placed on the participant’s dominant hand and they

performed a short calibration sequence in Unity to fine-tune prop-

erties related to touch detection with the OptiTrack system. Next,

participants were assigned an application and technique. For each

technique, they completed re-creations using all four levels of ad-

justments. After they finished their re-creation, they completed

a short survey about their experience using the technique before

trying the next technique. Once the participant tried and completed

surveys for all techniques, they completed another survey asking

them to rank the different techniques. This was repeated for the

next application. Due to the aforementioned tracking issues, we in-

structed participants to focus on the concept of using middle finger

microgestures to accomplish their task while completing surveys

rather than the usability of the current tracking and implementation.

The entire experiment took roughly 90 minutes and participants

received a $75 USD gift card upon completing the experiment.

7.4 Results

Similar to the online study, we focused on visually examining con-

fidence intervals (Figure 15) and reporting the average scores for

each application. In the free-form responses, participants pro-

vided comments similar to responses in the online study. Instead of

reiterating these comments, we focus on factors more specific to

each application.

7.4.1 Camera. We observed that grasp had the highest score for

physical demand (Figure 15a). Participants believed they were less

successful at the task with grasp than baseline, and baseline

required less effort than pose and grasp. For the overall rankings

(Figure 16a), the majority of participants ranked pose as the best,

followed by baseline, and then grasp.

P3 noted that posewas nice for taking photos because they could

focus their attention on the image preview, but with baseline their

focus was split between the image preview and the UI, i.e., “[with
pose] I can focus on the viewfinder on the screen and make small
adjustments. [For baseline] the UI for adjusting the saturation/zoom is
on the same surface as the viewfinder. Therefore I would have to shift
my attention back and forth.” P5 noted how the type of photography
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Figure 15: Average scores for each application and tech-

niqe. Confidence intervals are 95% confidence, created us-

ing the bootstrapping method with 10,000 resamples. Lower

scores are better.
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Figure 16: The overall rankings for each application and

techniqe, where ties were allowed.

could impact their preferences, i.e., “in the context of taking photos,
speed, reliability, and ease of functionality that takes less fine-tuned
movements is preferable. Especially in social situations or trying to
capture a ‘moment’.” P10 noted how for grasp, moving their fingers

caused the phone to move as well, i.e., “gestures with an object was
my least favorite, because the gestures themselves caused the frame
of the photo to change.”

7.4.2 Inking. For techniqe (Figure 15b), participants believed

they were less successful at the task with grasp than pose. grasp

also required more effort than baseline. For the rankings (Figure

16b), the majority of participants ranked pose as the best and grasp

as the worst. Five participants commented on how microgestures

were helpful while inking as they did not have to move their entire

arm to select new colours and strokes, e.g., “selecting UI elements
on screen is tiring because you need to use your whole arm to make
changes constantly. The gestures made it easier to edit the drawing
mode without moving my pen/cursor.” (P1)

7.4.3 Summary. Overall, pose was preferred by participants and,

with the exception of effort for camera, appears to be as good as

baseline. In contrast, grasp was least preferred and required more

effort than baseline for both applications.

8 DISCUSSION

The design space and the applications demonstrate how microges-

tures performed by the middle, ring, and pinky fingers can be used

for auxiliary input that transfers across hand location, hand posture,

grasps, and fingers. The online study revealed that many micro-

gestures performed by the middle finger are comfortable and easy

to perform when pinching and holding a pen and phone. The lab

study revealed that performing microgestures while maintaining a

hand pose is as comfortable as baseline techniques and is preferable

over performing microgestures while grasping an object.

Overall, our work has two main takeaways: (i) it is possible to

use the middle, ring, and pinky fingers for auxiliary input,

and (ii) some microgestures transfer well across varying levels

of hand constraint. Together, our threefold methodology revealed

additional factors that are important to consider when designing

microgestures for the middle, ring, and pinky fingers.

First, transferring microgestures to different hand loca-

tions and posture constraints has effects. A key part of gesture

transferability is how performance is impacted in other contexts

[27, 42], and we observed effects when transferring microgestures

to different fingers during the online study and when transferring

them to different postures during the lab study. Although microges-

tures performed by the middle, ring, and pinky fingers can enable

auxiliary input in situations where it otherwise would have been

very difficult or impossible to do so, this does not mean the experi-

ence is identical across hand location and posture constraints.

Second, the nature of the primary task impacts usability.

The design space is defined by the impact the primary task has

on hand location and posture. As such, the primary task should

place constraints on the auxiliary task, not the other way around.

As shown by the qualitative feedback from both studies, if micro-

gestures impact the ability to perform the primary task, either by

changing the hand location or by impacting the ability to maintain

a specific hand posture, they are not as suitable to use.

Third, in addition to physical factors like hand location and

posture, there are other ways the hands can be constrained

during a primary task. Middle finger movements may be inap-

propriate in social settings [44], but adjusting the hand location to

be closer to the body or performing such movements with even

smaller movements may increase social acceptability. Some primary

tasks are time-sensitive. Based on current technologies, there are

technological constraints: physical sensors on the fingers [5, 17]

may get in the way, and tracking the hands with a head- or body-

mounted camera [22, 32] means the hand location must be in the

camera’s field of view. As sensing technologies improve, this will

become less of an issue.

8.1 Design Recommendations

When the index finger and thumb cannot be used for microgestures,

the middle finger is the next best finger to use. Many middle

finger microgestures are as comfortable and as easy to perform as

microgestures performed by the index finger. The middle finger

can comfortably perform microgestures along the adjacent finger

and palm, and when extending. When using the middle finger, the

adjacent finger is the best contact region as it can comfortably

support both tapping and swiping. As shown by the inking and

camera applications, middle finger microgestures can also transfer

across hand postures. But the middle finger is more essential when

grasping some objects, somiddle finger microgestures may be

even more advantageous when forming a pose than when
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grasping an object. When the middle finger is not available to

use when grasping, using the ring or pinky finger is possible, but

will likely be less comfortable. Due to their more limited dexterity

and risks of “locking” or “popping,” the ring and pinky fingers

should be used for discrete operations, like directional swiping

and tapping, rather than for continuous operations that require

more fine motor skills.

8.2 Limitations and Future Work

We discuss limitations and possibilities for future work.

8.2.1 Additional Postures and Hands. There are other poses and
grasps that could have been evaluated. Participants were instructed

to use their dominant hand, but it may not always be the most

dexterous [13]. Future work should expand upon our exploration

by comparing the same microgestures across a wider range of poses

and grasps, with both hands.

8.2.2 Validity. Although participants from the online study were

told other fingers could be placed anywhere, the free-form re-

sponses suggested that some believed only one finger should move,

which may have caused poorer scores. Participants tried all micro-

gestures for 10 seconds, but this is not realistic of actual usage [2],

so comfort and effort would likely be better in practice. Microges-

tures performed with larger or more controlled movements would

likely be less comfortable than those performed with smaller or

more relaxed movements. However, given the nature of the online

study, we could not control for or examine this, but we believe it

would be interesting to examine in future work. The online study

had a diverse set of participants, but the lab study was less repre-

sentative of the general population. Future work should examine

microgestures performed by the middle, ring, and pinky fingers

across a more diverse population.

8.2.3 Technical Feasibility. Markerless tracking is ideal, and we

observed that popular libraries like Google’s MediaPipe Hands

and the Quest 2 HMD could not accurately recognize single-finger

movements because such movements are uncommon [29]. Impor-

tant directions for future work include (i) creating training sets of

microgestures performed by the middle, ring, and pinky fingers

across varying levels of hand location and posture constraints; and

(ii) accurately detecting such microgestures through a wrist-worn

device (e.g., [19, 23, 31]) or using computer vision (e.g., [32]).

8.2.4 Gesture Mappings. When the hand location is arbitrary,

swipes have directional associations in different locations. Varying

hand locations may impact howwell users can remember command

mappings, and future work should investigate how they transfer to

different hand locations in more depth.

8.2.5 Familiarity. In the lab study, most participants had experi-

ence with XR, so they would be more familiar with maintaining

pinches for a primary task. This could have been why perform-

ing microgestures while maintaining a pose was preferred and

less physically demanding. With additional practice, performing

microgestures while grasping an object may become more comfort-

able. Exploring long-term practice of grasping microgestures is an

important avenue for future work.

9 CONCLUSION

Overall, we contribute a design space focused on how the mid-

dle, ring, and pinky fingers can be used to perform microgestures

across varying levels of hand location and hand posture constraints.

Through five applications, we demonstrated how such microges-

tures could transfer across hand locations, hand postures, applica-

tions, grasps, and fingers. An online study with 210 participants

showed that many microgestures were thought to be comfortable,

and many middle finger gestures were not much more uncomfort-

able than those performed by the index finger. A lab study utilized

the most comfortable middle finger microgestures in inking and

photography tasks and found that microgestures performed while

maintaining a pose were preferred to microgestures performed

when grasping. Microgestures performed by the middle, ring, and

pinky fingers give users more options and opportunities for auxil-

iary input, providing them with the flexibility needed to interact

with their devices in more contexts.
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A APPENDIX

A.0.1 Survey Interface. For each microgesture, participants were

shown (a) an image of the base posture and text explanations,

(b) looping videos and text that described the finger, region and

interaction (with the hand shown in the video matching the hand

used by participant), (c) a semantic differential scale for Comfort,
and (d) a semantic differential scale for Effort (all seen in Figure

17). At the end of the survey, participants were asked the following:

“In 2 or 3 sentences, what was your experience trying these different
gestures? For example, were you surprised by which gestures you could
and could not perform comfortably, or were there some gestures that
required more or less effort than expected?”

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 17: Interface for the online study.

(a) (b)

Figure 18: Example drawing and photo participants recreated

during the (a) inking and (b) photography tasks.

Table 1: Microgesture abbreviations for the pose condition.

gesture pinch finger region interaction

TP-I-A-T tip index adjacent tap

TP-I-A-S tip index adjacent swipe

TP-I-T-T tip index thumb tap

TP-I-T-S tip index thumb swipe

TP-I-N-E tip index none extend

TP-M-A-T tip middle adjacent tap

TP-M-A-S tip middle adjacent swipe

TP-M-T-T tip middle thumb tap

TP-M-T-S tip middle thumb swipe

TP-M-P-T tip middle palm tap

TP-M-P-S tip middle palm swipe

TP-M-N-E tip middle none extend

TP-R-A-T tip ring adjacent tap

TP-R-A-S tip ring adjacent swipe

TP-R-T-T tip ring thumb tap

TP-R-T-S tip ring thumb swipe

TP-R-P-T tip ring palm tap

TP-R-P-S tip ring palm swipe

TP-R-N-E tip ring none extend

TP-P-A-T tip pinky adjacent tap

TP-P-A-S tip pinky adjacent swipe

TP-P-T-T tip pinky thumb tap

TP-P-T-S tip pinky thumb swipe

TP-P-P-T tip pinky palm tap

TP-P-P-S tip pinky palm swipe

TP-P-N-E tip pinky none extend

LT-M-A-T lateral middle adjacent tap

LT-M-A-S lateral middle adjacent swipe

LT-M-T-T lateral middle thumb tap

LT-M-T-S lateral middle thumb swipe

LT-M-P-T lateral middle palm tap

LT-M-P-S lateral middle palm swipe

LT-M-N-E lateral middle none extend

LT-R-A-T lateral ring adjacent tap

LT-R-A-S lateral ring adjacent swipe

LT-R-P-T lateral ring palm tap

LT-R-P-S lateral ring palm swipe

LT-R-N-E lateral ring none extend

LT-P-A-T lateral pinky adjacent tap

LT-P-A-S lateral pinky adjacent swipe

LT-P-P-T lateral pinky palm tap

LT-P-P-S lateral pinky palm swipe

LT-P-N-E lateral pinky none extend

A.0.2 Participant Filtering. As crowdsourced surveys have a high

risk of fraudulent responses, we only analyzed surveys from par-

ticipants who (1) passed basic attention checks (e.g., identifying

colours, shapes, or answering basic math questions), (2) did not

answer questions too quickly (i.e., rejected < 1 second), and (3)

provided reasonable responses for open-ended questions asked at

the end of the surveys. The filtering of open-ended responses was

performed by the first author and fraudulent responses were quite

easy to identify (e.g., short one-word responses such as “nice” or

“good” or dictionary definition-like responses that were repeated

across participants). This process resulted in 210 valid surveys be-

ing analyzed (i.e., 34.6% of surveys were omitted, which aligns with

findings from Ryan [28]). To further confirm response validity, we
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Table 2: Microgesture abbreviations for the object condition.

gesture object finger region interaction

PN-I-T-T pen index thumb tap

PN-I-T-S pen index thumb swipe

PN-I-N-E pen index none extend

PN-M-A-T pen middle adjacent tap

PN-M-A-S pen middle adjacent swipe

PN-M-P-T pen middle palm tap

PN-M-P-S pen middle palm swipe

PN-M-N-E pen middle none extend

PN-R-A-T pen ring adjacent tap

PN-R-A-S pen ring adjacent swipe

PN-R-P-T pen ring palm tap

PN-R-P-S pen ring palm swipe

PN-R-N-E pen ring none extend

PN-P-A-T pen pinky adjacent tap

PN-P-A-S pen pinky adjacent swipe

PN-P-P-T pen pinky palm tap

PN-P-P-S pen pinky palm swipe

PN-P-N-E pen pinky none extend

PL-I-N-E phone-landscape index none extend

PL-M-A-T phone-landscape middle adjacent tap

PL-M-A-S phone-landscape middle adjacent swipe

PL-M-N-E phone-landscape middle none extend

PP-I-A-T phone-portrait index adjacent tap

PP-I-A-S phone-portrait index adjacent swipe

PP-I-N-E phone-portrait index none extend

PP-M-A-T phone-portrait middle adjacent tap

PP-M-A-S phone-portrait middle adjacent swipe

PP-M-N-E phone-portrait middle none extend

PP-R-A-T phone-portrait ring adjacent tap

PP-R-A-S phone-portrait ring adjacent swipe

PP-R-N-E phone-portrait ring none extend

PP-P-A-T phone-portrait pinky adjacent tap

PP-P-A-S phone-portrait pinky adjacent swipe

PP-P-N-E phone-portrait pinky none extend

also ran a small pilot study within our organization (n=10) and

observed that larger trends align, albeit with less confidence.

A.0.3 Additional Cross and Cross-SwipeMicrogestures. While grasp-

ing the phone in landscape mode, we evaluated two additional mi-

crogestures: crossing the middle finger over the index finger, and

simultaneously crossing and swiping along the radial side of the

index finger with the middle finger. Both microgestures were rated

low for Comfort and Ease (means below 5). Crossing had average

scores of 4.1 and 3.7 for Comfort and Effort, while crossing while
swiping had average scores of 3.7 and 3.6. These two microgestures

were mentioned by 12 participants as being the most challenging

or least comfortable.
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Table 3: Demographic information about the participants who completed each survey.

posture Gender Age Handedness Reduced Dexterity Experience

pose

Men 54 18-24 5 Right 95 No 102 Typing 88

Women 50 25-34 37 Left 6 Yes 2 Playing an Instrument 30

35-44 42 Ambidextrous 3 Playing a Sport 21

45-54 11 Creative Activities 25

55-64 7 Sign Language 3

65+ 2 Other 3

None 11

grasp

Men 54 18-24 3 Right 96 No 104 Typing 94

Women 52 25-34 37 Left 8 Yes 2 Playing an Instrument 35

35-44 38 Ambidextrous 2 Playing a Sport 29

45-54 13 Creative Activities 36

55-64 9 Sign Language 5

65+ 5 Other 3

Unknown 1 None 9

Table 4: Demographic information about the participants from the lab study.

Gender Age Handedness Reduced Dexterity Experience AR/VR Experience

Men 7 18-24 1 Right 9 No 9 Typing 10 Significant 6

Women 3 25-34 9 Left 1 Yes 1 Playing an Instrument 2 Limited 4

Playing a Sport 4

Creative Activities 3

Other 1
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